


HELLO
It’s been several months since I typed the Hello
for this special, many things have happened
since then.  This may be one of the latest Fan-
zines in history. In our July 1980 issue (number
7) we had a small ad saying the RETURN OF
THE SUPERGIRLS would be out January 1981.
At the time I wrote the above we had a date of
March 1986 on the bottom. It’s December 1986
as I type this.  As you many notice we are back
to using the computer, but most of this issue was
done on typewriter.  We hope the computer type
will be better with several of the new programs
and the new printer we have.  This was one of
the holdups  - printing money!  New car, new roof
put in delays, by the time we were in position to
afford FF it was Christmas time.  And I am sure
you know what that does to the old wallet!
($40.00 for a six foot live tree) Because we are
always behind in getting FF out we have made
some changes.  First you will notice this is Flori-
da Fandom Presents 13 and not special 2 This is
the total of all FF pubs to date.  We will put out
one or two FFP’s a year.  The new Florida Fan-
dom will be every other month! But the catch is it
will be a lot smaller and it will only cost twenty-
five cents.  We will be doing it on a program
called newsroom and it will be digest size, but it

will be done more like a newspaper or newsletter.
It will contain update and our other major fea-
tures, but only art will be spot illos. (We need
spot illos) Subs will be $1.50 a year and on single
copies add a stamp.  If you have a sub you will
bet the next year as part of it.
We hope everyone will enjoy this issue.  We think
its fun saluting the Women “heroes” of comics,
TV, and the Silver Screen. Just remember some
of the stuff was written over a year ago.

WRITE!!!

We Remember!

On January 28th Ruth and I had gone to the South Flor-
ida Fair.  In one of the pavilions they has a live NASA
Feed of the launch of the CHALLENGER.  Living in
Florida we try to get outside to see the launches, so at
lift off we ran outside.  We couldn’t see anything but a
strange cloud formation on a very clear day.  One other
strange thing, the chase plane was turning to head
back, normally it goes past the Palm Beaches before
turning back.  We went back inside and the TV screen
just showed the strange cloud formation and someone
said “It blew up!”

When I was a child rockets blew up weekly until they
finally got it right. This was in the 50’s and they didn’t
really know how to do it then.  One they started sending
men into space, it couldn’t happen.  I have been to the
cape many times.  Twice to see launches, one was the
Challenger. I remember the last moon  launch, it was at
night, it made it as bright as day.  Rockets didn’t blow
up any more!!! But they do!  We have all known they
could.  This is what makes the ASTRONAUTS real He-
roes, they face death to advance mankind!  We all
mourn the lost of our seven brave CHALLENGER as-
tronauts.  Remember in the beginning there were only
seven Astronauts.  May we never forget these brave
people and the reasons we need space.

RETURN OF THE SUPERGIRLS: FLORIDA FAN-
DOM PRESENTS #13  January 1987. Published by Flori-
da Fandom.  Florida Fandom is owned solely by Rick and
Ruth Coy. 520 South “D” Street, Lake Worth, FL 33460.  All
Artwork and charters are copyright by their owners. All other
material copyright © 1987 by R&R Coy.

2013 information: This issue has been updated to be con-
verted to PDF format. All original artwork, stories, articles
are the same as they were in 1987. Pictures, logos have
been updated in a way we feel they would have been done
if we had the computers then we have today. We have used
PagePlus X6 to create the zine and covert it to PDF. Logo
were created in Print shop and Photo commander 11 was
used to clean up artwork.

CHALLENGER  - JAN. 28, 1986



November 1978 was the date of FLORIDA
FANDOM SPECIAL #1. The special sold for
$1.25 and was 40 pages long.  We were at the
time members of WSA PA and we lived on Akron
St.
Here is the HELLO from that issue:
Welcome to our first special issue.  The Super
Girls, which has been in the planning stages for
a little over a year.  The response I got form
sending out a flyer for contributions has been
great.  I’ve gotten artwork form Tom O’Reailly,
Brad Foster, Bill Black, Mark Helke, Bob Wright
and many others without which this issue would
not be what it is.
When It was first conceived this issue was going
to be mostly articles and run around twenty pag-
es, but more and more artwork rolled in the page
count kept going up on up and the articles be-
came less and less.  We did leave in the Magic
Dragon Tale and the Snodgrass Report. (Re-
moving  the Snodgrass Report would have been
death for the editor and the last I would ever see

of any screened pictures,)
 Hope you all like it.

Till Next  Time
                 Rick

Now seven years latter we can look
back at this issue as we present the sec-
ond special.  We had art by some of the
best in fandom at the time and we feel
we have some of the best this time also.



COVER STORY

When Jeff Cooke sent us the CHEETARA artwork it wasn’t
sent in to be a cover.  The above is more the way it was
planned to be shown.  We didn’t have a cover at that time
all though we did have several offers to do them for us.  The
more we looked at the picture the more we wanted it for our
cover.  It was just the right size to add the logo and price
information without harming the artwork, so it became our
cover.

THUNDERCATS

Marvel has in the past taken toys and made comics out of
them, some very well and other are best to be forgotten.
Now they have a storyline that could become good science
fiction and they put it in their STAR line - Transformers,
Rom and many other would have been a good addition to
the STAR line, but not Thundercats.  Now I realize that
there is a cartoon show of the same title, but when does a
comic have to be like the cartoon of the same title  ?  Super-
friends were a lot different from the comics they represent-
ed.  Thundercats in the regular Marvel line could be a really
good Science Fiction tale.  The number one issue is a very
good comic.  The only Star comic selling fofr more than its
cover price.

Looking at Jeff’s two versions of CHEETARA it makes one
really like to see the comic done right.  Maybe if few write
Marvel they may start a regular Marvel on Thundercats.
Maybe in their New Universe.  So lets write. Oh yeah, if you
haven’t read Thundercats yet because it is a Star Comic do

you self a favor and buy one . If
you like it, it will cost you around
$7.00  to get a copy of issue  num-
ber one.

FLORIDA FANDOM SALES

Star Trek Tech Manuel first edition
$50.00
Fish Police 2 - $15.00
Revolver 1 - 5 @ $1.00
We have many more comics,
mags, and ST items for sale.  Send
a SASE for our list. All orders
should have a SASE and $2 for
P/H. SF paperbacks, old Life and
Look Mags, Analogs, ST Photon-
ovesl ($12 each)







NEWS RELEASE

Starting with #30 Ms Tree
will go to a whiter paper
and a higher cover price.
With #30 the  cover price
will go up for a $1.70 to
$2.00.

MS Tree #31
“The other Cheek” con-
cludes.  It’s back to “nor-
mal” as MS Tree throws
her psychiatric cure down
the drain and picks up her
gun to avenge the death
of an innocent.
written by:
Max Collins

Drawn by:
Terry Beatty

Also in July form Rene-
gade will be: Vicki Valen-
tine #4 “Vicki Valentine
summer and fall special”

Written by:
Bill Woggon

Drawn by
Barb Rausch

NEWS RELEASE











A NASTY
PAIR





FUNNY ANIMALS OR IS IT SEXY ANIMALS

Years ago the only way you could tell a girl from a
boy in FUNNY ANIMAL stories was by the bow in her
hair or a skirt if she wore one.  The artist always
made sure you knew which charters were female, but
they looked as female as their real life counterparts.
Then sometime in the  60’s with underground comix
the FUNNY ANIMALS returned.  This time with  a
difference.  In 1964 when FRITZ the CAT appeared
for the first time in HELP, FUNNY ANIMALS would
never be the same again.  Fritz looked like a cat in
the earlier books, but the girls were starting to appear
more human.  It’s funny how the males in the strip
kept the FUNNY ANIMAL look to them as the girls
became more and more human in their looks.  The
underground books introduced many other animals
and they were getting sexier and sexier.  Then came
the so-called ground level books.  This is the early
start of the independent comics.  The most notable in
the FUNNY ANIMAL genre being QUACK from
STAR*REACH..

Now into the 80’s  DC com-
ics have come out with a
new FUNNY ANIMAL titles
CAPTAIN CARROT and
his ZOO CREW.  We have
in the crew tow sexy mem-
bers: YANKEE POODLE
and ALLEY-KAT-ABRA.
Also in the book is DC adding the charters from the
50’s they had, so there is a whole update to the DC
FUNNY ANIMALS.

One of my favorite of the new breed of SEXY ANI-
MALS is  Joshus Quagmire’s CUTEY BUNNY.
Cutey’s main power seems to be able to change cos-
tumes.  To tell of  CUTEY lets look at an excerpt form
page one of issue one of ARMY SURPLUS CO-
MIKZ FEATURING: CUTEY BUNNY. “That’s right

you beady eye little bunny watchers…when
plain mild mannered, mousy, cpl. Kelly O’Hare
rubs her ancient Egyptian amulet which she got
from an ancient Egyptian bubble gum machine,
in downtown Cairo…She is magically trans-
formed into CUTEY BUNNY…(actually what
really happens is the cartoonist just draws her
with a different costume…) but don’t tell any-

Incidentally, throughout the story, you may notice
that CUTEY BUNNY’s costume keeps changing.
And if you don’t notice, they why the heck are you
readin’ this  anyway??  This is because of the mys-
tic nature of her amulet which allows her to as-
sume any of several different identities, also
‘cause, we love to focus our bloodshot baby blues,
on her very tight, tight fitting tights…”
CUTEY besides being the sexiest rabbit around is
also a very funny book.  Many old movie jokes
through out the book.  In issue 2 we seem to be on
the road to Singapore.

ASTORBETH,
Cutey’s rival and
partner can trans-
form into a fox
from a sexy fox.



IN a note form G. Raymond Eddy we get this
piece of info: “By the way, I know a rather un-
known character that ought to be in your next
“SUPERGIRLS” issue.  ERMA FELNA, EDF!
Her saga is the feature piece in a comic called
ALBEDO ANTHROPOMORPHICS, put out by
Steven Gallacci of Seattle, WA.  I’m enclosing a
photocopy of a page of this comic,
                    Good Luck  for the new year.
                       G. Raymond Eddy”

As of this writing we
have not been able to
get a copy of ALBEDO
ANTHROPOMOR-
PHICS but will as soon
as possible after seeing
the photocopy.



NEXT ISSUE
OUR

TENTH YEAR
1976 - 1986

COMING THIS AUGUST

ADRATES

FULL PAGE*******$10.00
HALF PAGE*******$ 7.50
FORTH PAGE *****$ 5.00
EIGHTH PAGE*****$ 2.50

CLASSIFIED TWO CENTS A WORD, ZIP
CODES FREE.

WONDER WOMAN
THEN & NOW



OTHER WORLDS from TKO COMICS 25¢ and
postage. 18129 136th Ave., Nunica, MI 49448.
Kevin Collier is back, this time publisher of TKO
COMICS. OTHER WORLDS #1 contains two
stories. DEAD THINGS by Angus MacLeod and
RESPOND by Dennis & Thunder. Like all thing
form Collier this is highly recommended.

SPOOKED #1 Also from TKO COMICS.  Same
info as above. Contains three stories: DETOUR
IN DALLAS by Kevin Collier and Jay Wells. THE
CALL BELOW by Kevin Collier and Tim Tem-
mel, and DARTBOARD by Paul Curitis and Kev-
in Collier.

SLAM BANG #1 from FAN-ATIC PRESS. $1.50
125 Laralan Ave., Frankfort, KY 40601.  Edited
by Allen Freeman.  Nice zine with a mix of text
stories and comic stories and a gallery of some
very nice artwork.

FANDOM DIRECTORY #8 $9.95 PLUS $1.50
SHIPPING FORM fandom computer services, po
Box 4278 San Bernardino, CA 92409.  Publisher
Harry Hopkins, Editor Mariane Hopkins.  Every
year the directory gets better.  I feel this is a must
for anyone who is active in fandom.

PYRAMIDS from DOUBLE PHOENIX PUBLI-
CATIONS $9.00 - PO Box 13986, Tampa, FL
33611.  Number two contains SPACE DERE-
LICT by Francis Mao, JAPANAMATION FEA-
TURE: SPACE COBRA, AVENTURE AT LARGE
by James Hudnall. COLLIDING UNIVERSES by
Hack n Slash Garcia and much much more.
Over 80 pages offset. In out last letter from DPP
number 3 should be out by the same time as this
issue of FF. Number 2 is in its second printing.

DIXIE TREK’86 May 2-4, 1986 at the Sheraton
Century Center, I-85 at Claremont Road, Atlanta,
GA.  Membership is $22.00 until April 5, 1986.
Send a SASE to Dixie Trek ‘86 c/o L. Ragsdale,
PO Box 965091, Marietta, GA 30066-0002 for
more membership information . DIXIE TREK is a
project of the ATLANTA STAR TREK SOCIETY.
Confirmed guests are: George Takei, Peter Davi-
son, John Nathan-Turner, Bill Mummy, Miguel
Ferrer, Michael Forest and others.

COASTCON IX - April 4 - 6, 1986 at the Gulf Coast
Convention Center - Biloxi, MS.  Membership is $20.00
and should be sent to: COASTCON, Box 1423, Biloxi,
MS 39533.  Guest: Ben Bova, Terry Brooks, Larry brom,
Howard Chaykin and others.

Don’t forget to say you saw them in FLORIDA FAN-
DOM.  Send us information on zines, clubs, cons and
stores and we will list you in UPDATE.

By ALLEN FREEMAN

Having been into the small press circuit for over a year–
well make that into comic collecting for 15 years and into
the fandom bit for most that time.  I’ve just been into con-
tributing and publishing small press publications for over
a year.  Anyway I’d like to turn you on to some exciting
new pubs starting with : FRONTIERS '85 # 1 starring the
Crusaders.  Send $1.30 and two stamps to: Frontiers ‘85/
PO Box 192/Bridgeport, AL/35740. It is a regular comic in
black and white and you’ve just got to check out that cov-
er. (Yes I painted it form Mark Lamports pencils). Marks’
pencils in the book are also good and the story is good
enough to you looking for #2 which isn’t out yet.
Another place to look for great art is in the mini comic of
Jeff Gaither.  He has a series of minis out called MON-
STERS AND MUTANTS that are only 25¢ and a stamp
each. Write to: DARK HORSE COMICS c/o Jeff Gaither,
2808 Demel, APT. 21, Louisville, KY 40214.
Don;t you know that I could go on and on but until Rick
and Ruth ask me for more more more, one last item of
interest.  I belong to one of (if not the best) APA’s in the
US called APA-5.  We are looking for members who like
to either draw comics or talk comics and  read some Sci-
ence Fiction now and then. Or people who like to discuss
adult topics with others. The average age of that APA is
around 28 or so and has about as many guys as girls.
Write to: Sheila Wilding, 11 Willow Court, Arlington, MA
02174.  Send her about $1.50 for a sample issue and in-
fo.  Or just writer her and ask what to do next.  She’s a
great OE! (Official Editor)

Well until later - I’m Allen Freeman
125 Laralan Ave., Frankfort, KY 40601

Write to this rag and ask for more info from mister small
press.
(If you want to see more SMALL PRESS NEWS in FF let
us know and let Allen know - RC)



By Dale Snodgrass

The title of this special issue is “The Return of
the Supergirls”.  As far as I am concerned there
is only one Supergirl. I am totally outraged with
DC Comics and their death of Supergirl.  This
decision had got to rank up there with Custers
decision to attack the small band of Sioux Indi-
ans he spotted.  I for one am ready to surround
DC and pound  them into dust. (Some would say
I’m big enough, but t’aint true!) With the story
line and the art work just getting to the take off
point these jackasses's go and not only cancel
her book but kill her off so that she cannot be
used in any other book (such as T.L.O.S.H.). So,
for the death of Supergirl I say “PP-
PLLLLTTTTTTT” to DC.

Subscriptions
For only $1,50 you can get a subscription to the
new Florida Fandom.  The new bi-monthly zine.
Subscribe now and get issue number one.  Also
look for more of Florida Fandom Presents.  We

will be out with an other issue before 1988.
Send in today for you subscriptions.

ISSUES
7,8,9,

10, & 11
ONLY

75¢
EACH

ORDER TODAY



Kelly Green is by Stan Drake and Leonard Star.
Kelly is a series of graphic novels put out by Dar-
gaud.  The first issue, The Go-Between, begins
with Kelly's husband Dan Green is killed (first
page).  Then the adventure begins.  She goes out
to hind her husbands killer and so begins the se-
ries.  The books are really good and the only thing I
found wrong with the first issue is that in takes
place in Palm Beach County Florida.  Which is
where I have lived all my life (except for the tree
years in TN) They could have used a map with  the
name of the streets. She travels on a road called
Palm Drive.  It took her from Palm Beach to Lanta-
na.  In some areas with many roads going between

two points this wouldn’t be to bad, but South
Ocean Blvd. Is the  only road she could have tak-
en (its also called A1A) The art of the area is
nothing like Lantana around the Lantana bridge.
Now if I didn’t live in the area I wouldn’t know any-
thing was wrong.  In fact I am sure one or both of
the creative team have been in the area at one
time or another.  The art looks like some of the
places in the county, just not the areas that they
are called in the story.
In the stories you will also meet Spats Cavendish,
Meathooks, and Jimmy DeLocke.  All men who
have been sent to prison by Dan Green and felt
they wanted to help Kelly catch the person who
killed him.  All in all a great book.





SUPERGIRL THE MOVIE

When seeing this movie the first thing you must
do is to remember that the movies take place on
an EARTH - M or something like that.  You all
remember that the SUPERMAN movies are not
like the comics in many ways.  Well in SUPER-
GIRL we find the same differences that we find in
the others.  Argo City is in another dimension or
something and SUPERGIRLS parents are not
sending her to Earth because the city is doomed.

Once on Earth she does take on the Linda Lee
identity and starts going TO a girls school in
Medvale where she meets Lucy Lane, who is
much younger than she is in the comics, but then
so is Jimmy, she is the only one form the other
movies to show up.

The whole movie is about Kara trying to get a
crystal back to save Argo City. (Crystals seem to
play a big part in the movies) A witch gets it and
the fun begins.  And the movie is fun, if you can
put aside all the years of SUPERGIRL in the
comics.  If you avoided it when it was in The
movies because of all the bad press it got, it still
worth while to rent the tape or find someone who
has taped it off cable.

SHEENA , QUEEN OF THE JUNGLE

This is another film that was a lot of fun, but got
bad press both in and out of fandom.  After read-
ing some of the SHEENA reprints I felt that the
movie captured the charter.  It was much more
like the comics than SUPERGIRL or SUPER-
MAN.  It was updated to the present, but it still

didn’t hurt the film.  Again if you haven’t seen it do
so.  Both films we watched again when they were on
cable and taped them to watch again latter.

One thing I have noticed over the years with FAN-
DOM is that we will hurt ourselves when we start
getting our way with films and TV.

Remember the DOC SAVAGE film many years ago.
It followed the pulp stories to a T.  The fans hated it.
It seem that a lot of the corn that was in the old pulp
stories we block out when the screen writers tried to
stay faithful, they left this in and it was hated, now
when they try to rewrite to take out what they think
we will hate  they take out what we want.  Now we
are mad again, it seems we can not be satisfied.  If
you are a fan you should at least try the film, not like
some I know who wouldn’t go see the films because
they didn't like the way the actresses looked.  At
least show an interest in the films and when review-
ing them say that they didn’t live up to what you
wanted and why.  I would have like to see in Super-
girl a rocket come to Earth and be found by Super-
man and she goes to an orphanage and so on.
They writers felt we wouldn’t go for a piece of Rock
floating in space with an air bubble on it with a city
full of supermen and superwomen who for some
reason didn’t have their superpowers and just fly
away.  So they changed Argo City and we didn’t go
see the film because of this we will more than likely
not see another SUPERGIRL movie and regardless
of what DC says if the movie had gone over we
wouldn’t be morning KARA now.  No way they would
have killed of the source of another movies.  Dollars
and Cents talk.  So by not going to see the movie
we killed Supergirl (or you did, I saw the movie)

We would like to take this space to thank all the art-
ist who have sent in art for this issue, some of which
had been with us for over a year

1986 MARKED OUR TENTH YEAR PUB-
BING FLORIDA FANDOM!!!! NOW WE EN-
TER 1987 WITH A NEW LOOK!!!!!LETS
HERE FROM YOU!





COPYRIGHT PROTECTION OR HEROINES

Most of the comic companies have female ver-
sions of their male heroes for copyright rea-
sons.  Most are short lived , just long enough
around to guard the name.  DC messed up
with Wonder Woman and Marvel has a WON-
DER MAN.  It seems as if a few of our artist
had the idea of female counterparts to some of
the better known heroes

A LIST OF SOME COUNTERPARTS

Superman/Supergirl/Superwoman
Batman/Batgirl/Batwoman
Spiderman/Spiderwoamn
Hawkman/Hawkwoman/Hawkgirl
Capt. Marvel/MS Marvel
Capt. Marvel/Mary Marvel
Elementman/Element Girl
Lightning Lad/Lighting Lass
Negative Man/Negative Girl
Sub-Mariner/Namora
Hulk/She Hulk

Most of these are better known, but there are
many one story counterparts such as the fe-
male Flash in Superman #439.



DC has revived one of their horror anthology,The
House of Mystery.  To bring it up to date they have
added a new host (or in this case hostess). The new
hostess is ELVIRA.  ELVIRA is a TV hostess to horror
movies.  Since we don’t have ELVIRA on any of our
local  or cable channels we will just cover the HOUSE
OF MYSTERY. HOM always had a small story going
on between the horror stories and at times the stories
would be better than the horror stories.  So far in the
new series they could leave out the horror stories and
just stick to the stories of ELVIRA and the where about
of Cain the last caretaker of HOM.  DC is doing cross
overs of Cain in BLUE DEVIL and SWAMPTHING.
This could be a first were charters created just for the
purpose of introducing stories becoming major char-
ters and taking over the comic they appear in. (I be-
lieve the opposite of this happened to Captain America
in the 50’s as he became the host to a horror comic
that took over his title). In the text pages we are prom-
ised a lot of surprise coming our way and the best
thing they could do is to take our the horror stories and
add this to the superhero/humor line DC has started
with BLUEDEVIL.  Hopefully this is part of the surprise
as the use of Cain in BLUEDEVIL had been very fun-
ny.  Another thing that could point to this is the way evil
changes in SWAMPTHING. Cain and Able presents
could only be to mark the beginning of something new
as they didn’t really fit into the story.
So if you have been staying away form HOM, give it a
try.  Also if you try it, there is an ELVIRA fan club, an
ad for which appear in the back pages of HOM.



MISTRESS OF THE DARK
BY

JEFFREY A. COOKE

Now what kind of a tribute to the Supergirls
would this be without mention of the most
beautiful comic/TV/Video hostess ever…..
The gorgeous buxom Elvira, Mistress of the
Dark!?
Any guy who doesn’t know of Elvira is by now
either blind or locked in a dark cellar some-
where! I mean, who wouldn’t notice our favorite
Valley Ghoul?  She had a couple of very out-
standing qualities!
Having never have had the fortune to see Elvi-
ra’s TV series, my first glimpse of her was (I
think) on TV’s Bloopers & Practical Jokes se-
ries, and after that first glimpse of her I was
glued to her set..er glued to THE set for the
remainder of her presence on the screen.  The
she “guest VJ’d” on MTV one Halloween and I
was mesmerized!  I then became fortunate
enough to acquire a VCR and to find her collec-
tion of “Thriller Video’s” at a couple of local
tape shops.  When I play one of Elvira’s tapes
and see her on the screen I find it extremely
difficult to keep my finger off the freeze-frame
button!
Now Elvira has joined the world of comicdom
and has taken up residence in DC’s HOUSE
OF MYSTERY.  Unfortunately since her comic

debut she has been involved in an ongoing
mission to find Cain, the House’s former
caretaker.  Let Cain rot, sez I!  Elvira is ex-
actly what this comic needs to boost sales!
Of course, the stories are the same ol’ HOM
crap, but it really doesn’t matter when Elvira
is hosting!  She could sell me flat tires at
twice the price of good ones!  If she were a
Baby Doctor I’d try my damnedest to get
pregnant!!!
Cassandra Peterson is the name of the lady
who portrays Elvira, and though I really
couldn’t tell you what Cassandra looks like, I
will openly attest to the fact that Elvira is one
of the (if not THE) most beautiful women I
have ever seen in even my WORST wet
nightmares!  This lady is a living breathing
example of Good Girl art in the flesh!
The wonderful thing is that she knows what
she’s got and she isn’t afraid to flaunt it!  If
all you’ve seen of Elvira is the comic books, I
strongly recommend that you check out her
series of “Thriller Videos’s” (which include
some GREAT horror flicks!)  I personally,
long  for the day that I can get Elvira’s TV
series in on my TV set.  Until then, I can only
hope that DC wises up and starts using pho-
to covers for their comic series! I can guar-
antee that sales on THE HOUSE OF
MYSTERY would at least double! Hell, I’d
probably buy more than half a dozen copies
of each issue myself.



SUPER HEROINES - DO THEY REALLY SELL
SWIMSUITS  by Jeffrey A. Cooke

Let’s face it , female superheroes are geared for the
most part (parts?), For male audiences.  How many
super-heroines can you name that don’t have large
shapely breasts, long legs, and an hour glass figure?
But, then again, who would take seriously a flat chest-
ed heroine with the figure of a board or a pear?

Anyone who say that they they create or illustrate
these characters to appeal solely to a female audi-
ence is full of bunk!

This is the same thing these new bathing suit maga-
zines are trying to tell us!  Sure, they’ll sell a lot of
bathing suits by featuring pics of their product on a
model who has her back to the camera and you all
you can see is a half-inch strip of material climbing up
from betwixt her lower cheeks which connect to an
equally thin strip of material looping her hips!

By and large female superheroes are drawn by
men, and an artist, of course, is going to draw
something that please their eye!  Even Betty
and Veronica from Archie Comics have better
builds that a major majority of the girls I went to
school with!  Of course, there’s always Big Eth-
yl and Olive Oyl, but who takes them serious-
ly?

Take a look at the She-Hulk!!  The male Hulk
looks like a giant over muscled Frankenstein,
but the She-Hulk is fashion model material all
the way, just on a larger scale!

Live version of comic heroines also follow this
route! Take Wonder Woman for example, or
Batgirl.  Lynda Carter and Yvonne Craig
wouldn't be turned away by ANY red-blooded
male with 20/20 vision.  The same with Shee-
na, portrayed by Tanya Robert, and Supergirl
who was played by that one blonde whoever
she was.

The only exception I can see is the actress
who played Red Sonja! She looked more like
one of those Russian athletes (she was defi-
nitely NOT Red Sonja), but then again, I didn’t
care for that movie!

Female super-heroes are not straight out fe-
male are they!? No, actually they are sexual
being created to stimulate the eye, and to sort
of include women into the realm of comic book
superheroism.

I can’t really recall seeing any of our beloved
heroines facing real life feminine problems like
menstual cramps or related problems, or surgi-
cally repaired breast cancer! Boy, I pity the
poor villains who mess with super powered la-
dies at a certain time of the month!



SUPERHEROINES - DO THEY….CONT.

Hell, if super-heroines like this truly existed I’d
probably consider a life of crime just to have
them come at me!  Real life villains would have
to be gay or blind to want to fight them off!
Would YOU try to fend off a Tanya Roberts
Sheena!?!

Female heroes like the B lack Canary, The
Huntress, Supergirl, etc., may be effective in
stopping more male criminals, but that would be
because there wee more male criminals to stop!
Maybe superheroines in the present state of
things aren’t too realistic, but that’s completely
fine with me!  I don’t think I’d be able to stomach
one of those gawd-awful butch biker in a Won-
der Woman costume!

NEXT ISSUE……………………

Our next issue of FF Presents will be a STAR TREK issue!  Ruth will be the editor
of it and it will be out in six to twelve months.  If you are a Trek Fan and can’t wait,
try Jeff Cookes “TREKKER’S LOG. See ad in this issue! For you who have been with
us since issue Zero will remember our first few issues were mostly TREK.  After
seeing Trek IV and having it on TV six days a week! We are really getting into it
again! We will need art, cartoons, and articles
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